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Revenues lying in wait
Bv AMY

PONDER

MANAGING EDITOR

As construction continues on the $21 million Regional Special Events Center, rev. enue which has accumulated through a one
percent hotel and motel tax in Murray is
waiting to be spent.
Judy Gargus, executive director of the
Murray Tourism Commission, said a letter
was sent to John Fitzgibbon on Dec. 18
suggesting that the tourism commission
had some expertise in the tourism area,
and were interested in helping the RSEC
begin the scheduling of special events. In
the letter, the commission also requested
a meeting with President Kern Alexander.
Bob Valentine, treasurer of the Murray
Tourism Commission, said the commission
is very anxious to help out with the plan-

' ' However, the commission is not going to sit
around and wait too
long. We are not under
an obligation to let tax
''
money sit around.
Bob Valentine
ning and funding, but the response from
the University h as been "fairly noncommittal." He said Murray State has said it is
not yet prepared to make a decision about
additional resources that would be needed.
In a letter Gargus r eceived from

The Stamp of Approval
Last Friday the Board of Regents approved the following actions
including several faculty appointments and title changes:
• Approved Donald G. Olson as the University 's chief information officer
• The board also approved the appointments of Bonnie Higginson as
chairman fo the department of elementary and secondary education,
Marlene Campbell as interim chairman of he department of corrputer
science, John Yates as the acting dean for the Center of Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach, Tony Brannon as the interim
chairman of the department of agriculture, and Dr. Eldon Heathcott will
serve as assistant to the dean of industry and technology for
development.
• Approved the Installation of the following new job titles: John
Fitzgibbon was upgraded from interim vice president for university
relations and administrative services to acting vice president of
admintstrative services. Don Robertson was named acting vice
president for student affairs whereas he was previously associate vice
president. Also, Tom Denton, previously director fo financial
management and planning, was named to the position of associate vice
president Lor administrative services and chief financial officer.
• Approved a resolution to honor the MSU cheerleading squad for
placing eighth in the national championship
• Approved revised version constitution and ~laws of SGA to include
the addition of nine senators from the respective residential colleges.
• PrioritiZed budget for upcoming fiscal year.
• Approved acquistion of property at 1611 Hamilton Ave. and 605 N.
16th St. and approved the destruction of two buildings at 102 S. 15th St.
and 505 N. 16th St.
• Approved the add1tion of several maintenance projects
Source: Board of Regents
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Fitzgibbon on Jan. 11, he told Gargus that
the University was searching for the vice
president ofinstitutional advancement. He
said this individual will then look for a
director of the RSEC. In h is letter,
Fitzgibbon mentioned nothing about the
meeting with Alexander that the commission had requested
Gargus aaid that the total tax on Murray
hotels and motels is four percent. She said
three percent is allocated toward event
promotion, and the one percent escrow iB to
be used for convention-type facilities that
in turn host events.
Valentine said that if Murray State acts
now, this one percent escrow could amount
to a great deal of money.
"We're talking about funds that could

Rep. Gray criticizes
RS!C construction
BY )AJCE BuiG£55
SrMJWuta

Sixth District Repreeentative J .R. Gray leveled barab eriticiam :recently at the Regional Special E venta Center.
· Gray eQrged that the wor~ being done on the Center il not

up to~ etaildafda.
'l1le ~~ baa abo com.pl-.ine6 about the ouHfstate constrQetiQn company~ 8et Bell Coliatructioo ~'
~illegal~.
~J.N; . has also aecuaed Ray

Bell Construction from

NBsb.~e, Tenn., of ;having UD.Iat'e world:Da. candition8 on the

~ollllite,

, bavf, ~ived QOJnplainu about uneafe cOnditions
«t t~te •·~ site,• Gray said.

~

See RS£C'14

See TOURISM/14

Parking fee increased
petition was delivered to staff
Regent Marie Jones, asking
that the fee not be imposed.
The parameters set forth in the
petition did not limit it to staff
members however.
"I had no idea they were
Bv JoNATHAN OuvER
doing this," she aaid after the
EOITOR·IN·CHIEF
meeting.
The petition, which contained
The look on Jean Bailey's 441 signatures, read:
face told the story.
"We the undersigned, of the
A member of the staff at community of Murray State
Murray State University, she University, wish to let it be
watched with a growing loo.k of known by our signatures, that
concern as the Board of we are strongly opposed to the
Regents considered a motion to suggested jncrea.~ in the price
ificrease parking ptmnit fees by of parking permits from $10 to
$10.
$20.
After the meefing Bailey
..In the past, the parking
expressed her disappointment. rmes have been sufficient to
"Ten dollars isn't that much maintain the parking lots a nd
of an increase," she said. "It's streets. Since parking fines
just that I feel it will pull the have been increased dramatistaffs morale down."
cally, we see no reason for an
And it was the staff who increase in the price of the
seemed to object the most.
parking permit and therefore
J ust prior to the meeting a request that this increase not

Vote meets
with staff
opposition

tbl¥.

be imposed."
Jones beard the plea and was
the only no vote on the issue.
"I voted no because 90 percent or so of the staff just would
not want this to be," s he said.
"My no vote went because the
staff did not want an increase."
Staff Congress President
Shirley Reamer who served on
the committee which investigated parking and unanimously recommended the increase
seemed to be aware of staff sentiment as well.
"It was not an easy decision
to make,• she said.
Reamer said the fee is still
the lowest in the state and also
noted that the committee had
been emphatic in its demand
that the money be used solely
for parking improvements.
"Part of what was taken into
cons ideration was that we need
improvement in parking," she
said. "We need money to do
that."

The
line ·
up...

BROWN

The
Residential
College
Head
Screening
Committee
has recently
forwarded
the names
of seven
potential faculty heads
for President
Alexander's
considera-

tion.

CELLA

TOURNAMENT BOUND

Don
Robertson.
vice president of stu·
dent affairs,
said these
individuals
are currently
reviewing
the
University's
expectations
in regards to
these posi·
tions.
Upon
determining
if they are
interested In
taking on the
responsibili·
ties, each
candidate
will meet
with
Alexander.
Before
relieving any
of the candi·
dates of
their current
duties,
Robertson
said an
effort will be
made to
insure it is in
the best
interest of
the academic colleges.

Those

Scott Nanney/Staff

Hurray State's men's and women's teams have both reached the OVC tournament, which will
be held at the Municipal Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn. The Racen will open tournament 'p lay
In the semifinal round against the winner of Thursday niaht's Middle Tennessee State/Tennessee
Tech. contest. The Lady Racen will kick off their tournament run against Southeast Missouri
State at 2 p.m . Saturday. The championship pme of the men's tournament will be played
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. and will be televised by sports cable channel ESPN. The women's championship will be played Monday at 7 p.m. The game Is slated to be televised on the SportsSouth
Network.
WHITE
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The University's push to upgrade
resources has landed
new computers for
the Learning Center.

6

Index
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who have
been recommended are:
James
Broughton.
Ted Brown,
Ron Cella,
Nancey
France,
Steve
Horwood,
James
Shempp and
Alan White.

Down to the wire

Ace in the hole
MSU alumnus Michael Hall is the
voice behind the cartoon "Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective."

8

As the end of the regular season
nears, intramural
basketball teams vie
for playoff positions.

11
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WKMS 91.3 FM, a National Public Radio station member, has
set a record of $50,000 for its spring fund-raiser.
The fundraiser began Feb. 23, and WKMS will be on the air
asking listeners to call in their pledges until they reach $50,000.
During the fundraiser, listeners may calll-800-559-4731 to
pledge money. Checks may be made payable to WKMS/MSU
Foundation and mailed to WKMS, 2018 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071.
Volunteers are welcome to help out during the fund-raiser. To
volunteer, call the station at 762-4743.

.Cinema International- "Guelwaar," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.
•Playhouse In the Park - wFamlly Affairs: Favorite Scenes from
Shakespeare," tonight and Saturday, at 8 p.m. Sunday at 2 p.m.
For reservations call 759-1752.
•Deadline - Financial aid priority filing deadline for summer 1996,
Sparks Hall.
•Review - Last day to apply for review of residency classification
tor spring 1996, Admissions and Registrar's Office.
•Deadline - Kentucky Institute tor International Programs,
Cooperative Center for Study in Britain, International Business
Seminars, summer session deadlines for applications. For more
information call linda Bartnik at 762-4152.

Clarinetist Scott Locke and pianist Marie Taylor will present
a faculty recital on Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The program will include works by Lutoslawski, Debussy and
Poulenc.
The recital is free and open to the public.

Saturday, March 2 ·
•Barrel race - National Barrel Horse Association, 6:30p.m., West
Kentucky Exposition Center. Tickets are $2 each, with children
ages six and under admitted free. Refreshments will be available .
.Cinema International - "Guelwaar," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.
•Exhibition - Guest artist exhibition, Truman Lowe, Native
American exhibit (through March 31), Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.

Volunteer to 'Celebrate Women'
Volunteer~:~ are needed to help with Celebrate Women 1996.
Volunteers will be helping set up in the Curris Center on
Monday, March 4, and help with various aspects of the conference on Tuesday, March 5.
If interested, call Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

Monday, March 4
•Program • 1996 Walt Disney World college program, 4 p.m .•
Barkley Room, Curris Center.
•

'Senior Days' salute exit interviews

Tuesday, March 5

Murray State's student loan accounting office will conduct exit
interviews for graduating seniors with Federal Stafford loans.
The intervies will be held in conjunction with Senior Salute
Days on March 4-6, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily and 4 to 6 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday evenings, in the Rocking Chair Lounge.
Andy Lee/St.1ff

James Long, junior from Paducah, · Kelli Morris, senior from
Murray, and Perry Anderson, junior from Tampa. Fla., members
of a therapeutic recreation class, make use of the warm weather
from earlier this week to demonstrate techniques In front of the
Carr Health Building.

- Bridge the gap to success
The College of Humanistic Studies presents "College to
Career: The Bridge to Success," Monday, March 18, 1 to 4 p.m.,
Curris Center Barkley Room.
An l!lfternoon devoted to discovering how you can successfully
present yourself to prospective employers.

Theater production

Lecturer series

"Amen Comer," adapted from a play by James Baldwin, will
be presented on Friday, March 1, at 8 p.m., Saturday, March 2,
at 2 p.m. and Sunday, March 3, at 6 p.m., in Johnson Theater,

Clarence Page will be speaking on "Political Life in the Newt
World Order,'~ as part of the Charles D. Tenney Distinguished
Lecturer Series, on Tuesday, March 5, at 8 p.m., at the Student
Center Auditorium, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
The lecture is open to the public, with a reception afterwards.

Doyle Fine Arts Center.
This play is directed by Stephen Keene and Doris Clark.
"Amen Comer" is sponsored by the Office of African-American
Recruitment and Retention.
For reservations call the Johnson Theater at 762-3088.

•Meeting - Never Ever Too Old (NETO} club meeting, 12:30 p.m.,
Ordway Hall lobby.
•Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., Blackburn
Science Building, room 251.
•Recital - Junior recital, Sara L. Balduf, soprano, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall.

Wednesday, March 6
•Meeting - College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.
•Workshop - Financial Aid workshop, 6 p.m., Currls Center
Theater. Sponsored by Black Student Council.
-concert ~ Symphonic band spring concert, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.

Thursday, March 7
•Meeting • AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30p.m., Ohio Room,
Curris Center. Future host of the Kentucky conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
•Band - Jazz band, 8 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
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753-3333

MSU
Discounts
on Tanning
Packages
Choose your own
discount on lotions
with purchase of Month
Unlimited for $50.
New shipment of swim
suits & T-shirts.

Purchase 15 visits for
$35 and get a free
sampl e of lotion.

Available on campus

7 visits for $17

753-0819
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Friday, March 1

Locke and Taylor make music

'Valley.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

WKMS fund-raiser continues

ctMountaiq,
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"Murray's Premiere
Tanning Salon"

President - Ash Duncan
Executive Vice President - Jason Cansler
Membership - Brian Williams
Programs - Jason West
Finance - Jason Williams
Secretary - Sean Roberts
Social Chair - Jason Vernon
Associate Educator - John Barger
JRB Chairman - Rey Craig

Join the
1996-97
Shield Staff

DISTRI8UTIOH POntriThe Murray State News is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff dunng
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterfield library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491. A one year subscription is $10
payable In advance.

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray State News Is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
Universtty's Printing Services.

Corne join the 1996-97 SHIELD Staff.
The SHIELD is taking applications for the
1997 yearbook staff. Corne by the SHIELD
office in Wilson Hall, rooms 116 or 121 and
pick up an application TODAY!
Applications are due by 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 1.
PAID STAFF POSITIONS
Editor-in-Chief
Sports Editor
Assistant Editor
Design Editor
Album Editor
Systems Manager
Campus Life Editor
Feature Writers
Photographers
Senior Photographer
Academics/Organizations Editor
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NEWS

Rec~itment

to yield more gains
February 23

BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

''

STAff WRITER

A 12 percent increase in
applications from incoming
freshmen compared to this time
last year seems to indicate a
repeat of last year's state-leading recruiting performance.
"MSU enrolled 12 and a half
percent more freshmen in fall
1995 versus fall
1994,"
explained Paul Radke, director
of school relations.
"Recruitment programs have been developed and enhanced, and that means more
people are involved."
Radke said that new programs, such as
the Road Scholars program and Great
Beginnings, are also helping in the recruitment process.
"I think that the University has made a
commitment to recruiting and retention
that hasn't been made before," P.adke said.
"Past administrations have talked about it,
but haven't backed it up."

the leadership of the school
president," Bryan said.
I think the University has made
"President
Alexander
made
recruitment
his
number
a commitment to recruiting
one priority, and be or ganized
that hasn't been made before.
everyone, from the top down,
towards this goal.
"Also, the increases in
Incentive Grant counties and
Paul Radke ' ' the Road Sch olars program
helped immensely."
While Radke said that the
school relations budget for
Radke also said that by making recruitrecruitment has not increased, he cited a
ment and retention a top priority, MSU
"reallocation in some other University
President Dr. Kern Alexander has "lit a
departments towards recruitment" for •
fire under some people on this campus. Dr.
some of the gains. However, MSU still
Alexander has made this a Universityranks well below other colleges in spending
wide priority. He is the main catalyst for
to bring in new students.
the gains that have been made."
"Nation-wide, the average a four-year
In January, Phil Bryan, director of college spends for recruitment is $700 per
admissions and registrars office, also student," Radke said.
attributed the gains in freshmen enroll"Murray State, over the past few years,
ment last semester to the work of Dr.
has averaged $400 per student. While this
Alexander.
is about average for the state, it is still well
"This increase occurred solely because of below the national average."

2:45 p.m. Phillip A. Jones was charged with alcohol intoxication.
6:17p.m. A student reported that a purse had been stolen from a vehicle parked near the Carr Health building. The event is under investigation.
February 24
9:58 p.m. Fire crackers were being thrown from the south end of Hart
Hall from a window above the fourth floor.
February 25

2:20 a.m. There was a complaint of excessive noise outside Regents
Hall.
2:29 a.m. There was a second noise complaint at Regents Hall.
3:14a.m. Sean Coleman and Derick Hickley were charged with alcohol intoxication.
3:26 a.m. An individual was allegedly assaulted when a fight broke out
at Clark Hall. The event is under investigation.
3:24 p.m. Thad Phelps of Boise, Idaho, reported the theft of a bicycle.
9:10 p.m. Two smoke detectors were pulled from the ceiling of
Franklin Hall.
february 26
3:03 a.m. A soccer goal was moved from Cutchin Field into 14th and
Payne streets. Public Safety officers removed the goal.
6:40 p.m. Two juveniles attempted to break into a vehicle parked in the
General Services Building area.
10:57 p.m. There was noise complaint at the Elizabeth Hall
Ampitheatre.
February 27
12:44 a.m. Public Safety assisted Murray Police with three students
who were charged as follows following a toilet papering incident on
Farmer Avenue: Gary Wheeler, disorderly conduct:
Jon
Broderhausen, disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication; and Chris
Yandell, disorderly conduct.
1:16 a.m. There was a report of someone throwing bottles form a stairwell in Hart Hall.
3:17a.m. Susan Brown was arrested for driving under the influence.

HeiiD 'glad to have been vindicated' of charges
BY AMY PONDER
MANAGING EDI TOR

Tuesday's preliminary hearing yielded
pleasant results for both Marilyn J . Arcoli,
director of the Calloway County Humane
Society, and Keith Heim, director of the
Murray State libraries and member of the
humane society board.
Judge Leslie Furches discharged a complaint against the two for intimidation.
The original charge against Arcoli and
Heim was placed on Feb. 1, after Darla
Speed, an employee of the animal shelter,
· provided an affidavit against them.
Speed alleged that she had been threatened by Arcoli and Heim as the two tried
to keep her from talking to a WPSD-

Channel 6 news crew about other charges
pending against Arcoli.
However, at the preliminary hearing,
Heim said, "The only independent witness
in the case, the reporter from Channel 6,
testified that I did not yell at Ms. Speed,
nor menace her in any way."
Heim reemphasized that the only time
he went near Speed was when he attempted to get past her in the hall in order to
leave the shelter.
"While the report did say that I raised
my fist, she testified that it was a gesture
of frustration and not a threat," Heim said,
referring to allegations previously made
by Speed.
He said that the county attorney, David
Herrington, has indicated since the hear-

-----,

ing that he may attem pt to charge Heim
with "harassment" of Ms. Speed.
"My attorney and I have reviewed th e
Kentucky law relating to harassment, and
we are confident that this statute is also
inapplicable," Heim said.
Although the court cleared me of the
charge, unfortunately the truth never
catches up with headlines such as 'Heim
charged with felony."'
Heim says this matter has been extremely traumatic to him.
"Surely citizens of Kentucky should be
protected against such lawsuits which
have no merit," he said.
While Heim says he is "glad to have been
vindicated finally in court," two charges
against Arcoli are still pending.

~~

Racer Patrol Escorts- 11
Motor Assists- 4

Murray State University will host the regional high school basketball
tournament March 4 through 12. In order to accommodate parking tor
the tournament, residents of Regents and White halls are asked to park
In their regular designated areas and not in fire lanes or handicapped
spaces.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public

Safety office.

The sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
congratulate
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Reader feels News coverage lacking

IN OUR OPINION

Tourism financial
offer welcomed

To the editor:

The Murray Tourism Commission is willing to
hand the University thousands of dollars toward the
Regional Special Events Center, and the University
should be ready to accept it.
It is obvious that the Murray community is just as
anxious to have the center completed as the
University, and the city needs it for economic growth
just as much as Murray State University does.
~
The RSEC has been in the planning stages for
' years. Now that the actual construction of the facility is taking place, school officials suddenly "are not
prepared to make a decision about additional
resources that would be needed," and President
i Alexander wasn't even notified of the offer.
If this facility is to be the enormous economic boost
Murray has been waiting (or then perhaps the
University should be pa'ying more attention to the
little details of its planning, like where the money to
pay for it will come from.
The holes have been dug and the concrete poured,
so it is a little late to be undecided on what to do
with it.

OVC rings should be as
golden as football team
The Murray State football team had a banner year
in 1995, winning the school's first Ohio Valley
Conference championship since 1986 and going to
the NCAA Division I-AA Playoffs.
The nation's ninth-ranked team at the end of the
season, the Racers had the third-best offensive player, the second-best defensive player and the best
coach in the land, as well as 19 All-OVC selections.
But a slap in the face was dealt to the blossoming
program when Jostens, the jewelry company that
produces the rings for all OVC championship teams,
neglected to frre the rings properly.
, In turn, the Racers whos~ rings were not correctly
made must wait until March 19 to receive the new
~
rings
and turn in the old, rapidly-fading rings. The
1
rings are not made of pure gold.
: The ring-making process is so delicate that a prob' lem would arise if a hair was on a seal.
This error has to concern not only the University,
1 but the entire conference as well. If Jostens can not
be consistent with their production of these symbols
of athletic achievement, then perhaps MSU and the
OVC should look elsewhere.
Championship rings are an important part of team
sports. They are a goal for every team at the beginning of the season, and the players that earn a ring
should be able to display it with pride, instead of
being embarrassed by shoddy craftsmanship.
1

,
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this college.
The University newspaper
did not take the time to try to
come out io any of the three
nights the play was performed
to receive coverage.
There were many activities
organized, such as guest speakers, panel discussions and
movies for all students, yet no
one was ever interested in covering these events, or any of the
events on the Black History
Month calendar.
If they were not newsworthy,
what was?
·This campus serves 8,100
students, 95 percent Caucasian
and five percent minority,
including Mrican·American,
Asian-American and others.
I took it upon myself that this

University would help to promote cultural diversity and
other student life as is
enshrined in the Mission
Statement.
My purpose here is not to
attack or criticize anyone.
I only intend to call attention
to the sensibilities and sensitiv·
ities of the diverse cultures rep·
resented on our campus.
Like all newspapers, the
Murray State News bears
responsibility to its readers,
therefore it ought to give all
key/major events the coverage
that they deserve.
The future will tell.
Felicia D. Payne
Admission Counselor
and Graduate Student

Boycott
road trips
on break
A free Spice preview, pushing play on your VCR time
after time to watch Greg
Louganis bash his head on the
diving board, or wondering if
Tracey Gold <Growing Pains)
likes fat-free
Snackwells
is what I call
In
spring break
My
entertainOpinion
ment.
Spring
break is like
beauty
a
pageant ,
except that
most of the
spring break
contestants
(vacationers)
more
look
Copy
like sweaty
Editor
back-up
dancers on
the latest Richard Simmons
video, "Sweatin' Off the
Bacon."
What is the fascination with
traveling around the country,
unless it is with Clar k W.
and met all city regulations for raisers to benefit both the Griswald <Vacation), in hopes
To the editor:
Arthritis Foundation and the of coming home with the most
fraternity and sorority use.
Students of Murray State do Heart Foundation. This is a elaborate sexual encounter,
I am writing this letter due to
the events of the past week. As a great deal to benefit the small list of community ser· ("Guys, I bad passionate sex
a member of Alpha Sigma Phi, Murray community each year. vices that Greeks do each year. with the back of some girl's
I
was present at last Much of this is done through
The Greeks and non·Greeks kneecap.")
Wednesday's Murray City fraternity and sororities. My of MSU have done a great deal
Every year people get their
Zoning Board meeting. It is fraternity has raked leaves for to better this community, and if panties all in a wad before hit·
clear to me that the city offi· elderly community members given the chance they can make ting the road, only to encounter
cials of Murrav are forgetting and put on numerous dances . even more contributions to the a bad sunburn, which could be
about the students who reside for Murray Middle School and city of Murray.
accomplished in a booth, the
County Middle
in their community for nine Calloway
We are not a nuisance to the wheels flying off a poopy col·
months each year and spend School.
community, but instead, we are ored '78 Pinto; don't forget the
many thousands of dollars with
Greek organizations raised an active part of its bettennent. ever popular "cheating on the
local businesses. The Murray 8,000 pounds of canned food for
boyfriend or girlfriend" fiasco.
Zoning Board chose to overlook needy families, provided toys
For some reason, men and
the fact that the property in for needy children this past
Ben Worley
women alike become as giddy
question was zoned properly christmas, and organized fund
Dexter, Mo.
as Michael Jackson in a room
full of young boys once the
warm springtime sun appears
over the horizon on a regular
basis.
What kind of performance acts would you like to see the SGA and
Upon returning from spring
UCB bring to campus?
break, the boys of summer will
tell stories about how much
weed was smoked, how many
beers were downed, and the
many easy girls. Then after
storytime is over, the macho
image preserved, it is time for
them to walk to their girl·
friends house to drool the drool
of regret into the pillow of
remorse.
Women, on the other hand,
will speak of their 15 minutes
of passion with a guy they
knew for. like four days, and
Jennifer Parker,
Bobby Vinyard,
Michelle Sanders,
has since never called. Getting
Junior, Henderson
Junior, Paris, Tenn.
Sophomore, Buchanan,
a call back from a one night
Tenn.
fling is like trying to sneak a $3
bill into circulation. Think
"They've had country
"I'd like to see more
"/ think more students would
about it.
concerts. I think they
country music artists
like to see more alternative
In closing, one must underneed to have more rock
come in, and some of
acts or music groups, and
stand the waste of time, money
and R&B concerts. /like
the comedians like Ray
comedy acts. Carrot Top was
and personal dignity that is
country, but I think they
Stevens. I wouldn't
good."
symbolically washed away like
need more variety."
the Florida tide each evening.
mind coming to things
Here is a spring break tip to
like that. Dan Quayle's
make
your week away from
alright, but I'm more into
school
pleasurable: grab a box
entertainment as
of
tissues,
spread out on the
opposed to that."
couch, and watch a rerun or
Photos and interviews by Scott Nanney/senior staff w ri ter
two of Jerry Springer.

Community unfair to Greeks

egeViews

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky .(2071·3301

Mandy Wolf
College Life Editor
Michael Ohstrom
Sports Editor
Kelly L HickB
Viewpoint Editor

and views of everyone on this
campus.
We have come to the end of
I feel the MSU News needs to
another national Black History make some significant changes
in their coverage procedures.
month.
They really need to keep in
As a full time staff member
and student, I have to say I was mind the community in which
disappointed by our campus they serve.
newspaper's near-zero coverage
I don't understand how a
of this month·long celebration. staff of college students can be
I had the pleasure to attend a part of a professional newspaLOng John Silver's on Feb. 21 to per such as the MSU News and
hear the comedian Renee commit a severe oversight of
National Black History Month.
Hicks.
She mentioned how she read
I know we live in a rural town
our school newspaper and she in western Kentucky, but the
did not read anything about the Murray Ledger and Times , the
significance of any events of newspaper that serves the
Black History Month.
entire county and surrounding
I held my head in shame, counties, printed an article and
because this is the newspaper picture of an event sponsored
that represents the thoughts and directed by the students of

. .
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Presidential Politics
Republican Primary Primer:

T.be MUrray State News
lilaldll, 1996

Primary
Predictions

Lamar Alexander
for his plaid flannel shirts and
piano playing campaign stops. The
plaid shirts date back' to his first
LaiDar Alexander has been successful run for governor. His
preaching to, "RemeiDber your appeal has Inostly been as a popABCs: Alexander beats Clinton." He ulist alternative to Washington
views himself as the Inoderate talking heads.
alternative to Buchanan, and the
Alexander has mostly stayed
younger alternative to Dole. He away from traditional republican
believes he is the only candidate themes such as cutting taxes,
who can beat Clinton in the fall.
reducing access to abortion, and
Alexander was the governor of balancing the budget. His main polTennessee from 1979 to 1987. He icy proposals include:
was then the president of the * Eliminating the departments of
University of Tennessee from 1988 Education, Energy, and Housing
to 1991. Although he campaigns as and Urban Development.
a Washington outsider, he served as * A shifting of welfare to the states
George Bush's Secretary of and charities.
Education., and also worked in the * A part-time citizen congress,
Congressional Liaison office of the which would meet six months out of
Nixon White House.
the year, and have their pay cut
Alexander has drawn attention from $133,000 to $70,000.
BY C.D. BRADLEY

STAFF WRITER

The presidential primary season is upon us in
full-force. Starting with Saturday's primaries in
South Carolina and Wyoming, 29 contests will be
decided in 25 days. The big question is, who'll
win? Well, here's my best guess.
The four players at this point are Bob Dole, Pat
Buchanan, Lamar Alexander, and Steve Forbes.
All other republican candidates
meaningless. To have even
four at this point is surprising.
The talk before New Hampshire
was that only two "real" candidates, and perhaps a "spoiler"
with no real chance to win, would
escape. Having four viable candidates at this stage speaks both to
unpredictability of politics
the absence of a true leader.
While Alexander has thus far
proven to be incapable of winning
IMIItftFi~a primary, he's sitting in the best
\r'"" to make a big move. He is
only candidate that can make
any sort of plausible claim to the
other's constituency. Forbes is the outsider,
Buchanan is the populist man of the people, and
Dole has the experience. Alexander is the only
candidate that can lash together a coalition big
enough to threaten Clinton.
In order for any of this to come down, things
have to break Alexander's way. South Carolina is
where it almost has to start. The race here is for
second; Buchanan already has first sewn up
unless he makes a huge gaffe before Saturday. If
Alexander can get a strong second here, it propels
him into Tuesday's primaries, where he must
post a few wins. Georgia, Colorado, and a few of
the northeastern states that are more moderate,
which should help him.
Perhaps most important is a race Alexander
isn't even on the ballot for. Thursday, March 7, is
the date of the New York primary, which was
supposed 'to be Dole's coronation before he began
to stumble. Due to New York's arcane election
rules, only Forbes and Dole are on the ballot
state-wide. Alexander has to hope that all the
other candidate's supporters in the state pull
together to defeat Dole by voting for Forbes. The
media would paint a picture of the faltering Dole
campaign over the weekend, leading nicely into
March 12, Super Tuesday. Alexander could deal
the faltering Dole campaign the fatal blow with a
group of 7 mostly-southern primaries,
Alexander's home turf.
Also crucial for Super Tuesday success is
Alexander's alliance with the Bush family.
Alexander was President George Bush's secretary
of education, and his main endorser, Bill Bennett,
was Bush's Drug Czar.
While George Bush won't endorse anyone, his
sons, Gov. George in Texas and Jeb in Florida,
are powerfully connected in their two delegaterich states. They will do anything to stop
Buchanan, who weakened father George in 1992
by opposing him in the primaries, leading to his
defeat in November by Bill Clinton. If they throw
their weight behind Alexander, it could throw
him over the top.
Of course, there is still Buchanan and Forbes.
Conventional wisdom says that neither can win
the nomination. But as long as so many people
stay in the race, they can continue to win pluralities and pick up delegates. While they may not
win enough for the nomination, they could bring
big blocks into the convention.
This brings up the most interesting possibility
yet, that of a brokered convention. If none of the
candidates bring the required 996 delegates to
San Diego, the convention will turn into a wheeling-and-dealing session. This could lead two
ways: first, two candidates could join forces, with
one as nominee, and the other as VP, a cabi~et
position, or writing the platform.
"'
The other, and more interesting but less likely
possibility, is that a draft a candidate movement
will sweep through the convention and nominate
someone who isn't presently a candidate. Since
some big names sat out the primaries (Colin
Powell, Jack Kemp, Dick Cheney, Bill Bennett),
one could get drafted into running to "unify the
party." This might become even more desirable
given the tearing down the candidates are doing
to each other now. We'll just have to wait until
San Diego to find out.
'""'

..
\

* A new branch of the
Services to patrol the borders.
Alexander has been noted for
condemning of negative A tt •U'Art:if;ZJ
ing. He has drawn some criticism
this stance, since his ads ..5 c:u.uo•'1
former candidate Pete Wilson
the first of the campaign.
Alexander has also drawn
fire for his financial dealings
According to a New York
story, Alexander gave he and
wife's net worth at $151,000
he was elected governor in
and according to financial
released by the Alexander
paign, they are now worth at
$3.4 million. While all these
seem legal, there has been
concern as to Alexander using
position to his financial advantage.

Pat Buchanan

0

GOP is scaring more devout
republicans then the threat of
nuclear war.
Is Pat Buchanan an extremist?
It is easy to see what is making
This is the question on the minds the bodies of Republicans shiver.
of many in his party after his Take, for instance, many of the
strong showing in a few primaries. statements he has made during
Buchanan is the only presiden- the past few months through pritial cadidate born in Washington, mary elections.
D.C. His career in journalism
He has been outspoken about
began as a right wing editorial his views on homosexuals, saying
writer for the "St. Louis Globe- that no openly gay would serve in
Democrat". He was a speech his administration, and adding
writer and aide-de-camp for that AIDS is God's, "awful retriNixon during his late 60s revival. bution" against gays. These senLately, he has been the voice of timents are easily transferred to
·the right on CNN's Crossfire.
women, a subject on which he
His nicknames range from has been attacked by Senate
right-wing extremist to a cultur- Majority Leader Bob Dole as sayal warrior, and they are not far ing that women are "not endowed
from true. His presence in the by nature" to succeed in the busi-
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CHRI S CAMPBELL

STAFf WRITER

ness world.
If he is having a harder
making friends, he believes
halting immigration and
ing a security fence along
U.S.-Mexican
Affirmative Action is on his
list as well, as is his goal to
an all-out ban on abortion.
all of this going on, and all
conversation about his
he is still winning.
Buchanan is setting his
on South Carolina, and
winning New Hampshire,
fire is burning. And without
definitive front-runner
Lamar Alexander or Bob
gaining the mainstream
that fire may burn all the way
San Diego.

Bob Dole
was harshly criticized for his
response to Clinton's State of
the Union, and was hurt by a
Sen. Bob Dole is on his last backlash against his negative
campaign, win or lose. At age advertising in Iowa and New
72, Dole has said that even if Hampshire. The shake-up of
he were to win, he would only his inner-circle last weekend
serve one term. Usually, the only added to the perception
Republican Party rewards loy- of instability and precariousalty and experience, but this ness of his campaign.
year is nothing if not unusual.
His opponents have tried to
Dole, the Senate Majority paint him as too old, too
Leader, would be the oldest ingrained into Washington
person ever elected to a first culture, and as not having any
term as president. Last fall, fresh ideas. While he has
he was perceived as a mortal dropped from his front runner
lock to be the GOP's nominee. position, the septuagenarian
By the time the primaries senator still would have to be
rolled around, however, he considered the favorite.
was in for the fight of his
Dole has money and organipolitical life.
zation on his side. He has the
Dole's strategy so far this endorsements of 24 of the 30
year has been less than excep- Republican governors. Fonner
tional to say the least. Dole candidate
Phil
Gramm
BY

C.D.

B RADLEY

STAFF W RITER

endorsed Dole when
dropped out of the race
the Iowa caucus. His cam
paign had $4.8 million
ing February, compared
$101,000 for Buchanan
$425,000 for Alexander.
state organizations are
ly prepared and running
full speed.
Despite all ofthis, he is
suffering from a
vision deficit. Voters want
know what he stands for,
what bills are in
tee or other insider j
he's spouting from the stump
Dole still has the
track on the GOP
tion, but he needs to right
ship, clarify his II).essage,
begin to show the .....,,,.\.&,.,..
his supporters know him
possess.

Steve Forbes
BY

C.D. BRADLEY

STAFF WRIT£l

Steve Forbes' campaign for president has been based almost entirely
on one issue: his 17 percent Flat
Tax plan. Forbes is trying to build a
coalition among the economic supply-side wing of the party. He has
said that he is running only because
fellow supply-sider Jack Kemp, a
former congressman who helped
define Reaganomics in the 80s, is
not.
Malcolm "Steve" Forbes is the
heir to his father's publishing
empire, including "Forbes" magazine. He has been writing tlie "Fact
and Opinion" column in the magazine since the late 70s, pontificating

II

on issues ranging far and wide. He week, he was on the cover of
has had to live down his father's "Time" and "Newsweek• (a nn•~1nnn1
flamboyant lifestyle, including rid- Buchanan achieved last week).
ing motorcycles and a passion for was then hit with a backlas
kilts.
against his negative e.ds and
Forbes, however, says that it is fortune. He finished fourth in
him, and not his father, who is run- Hampshire, a state he once ..,.,__,.,,_,
ning. He has mostly stuck to his flat ed to win. His campaign ~:H::e!rneu1
tax plan on the campaign trail. A doomed, and he was asked by
negative ad blitz before the Iowa friends in the GOP to drop out
caucus and New Hampshire prima- make way for an electable ..............-,
ry dimmed his rising star, but he date.
has since shown the ability to
But with his victories in the
bounce back by winning primaries week, Forbes has catapulted
in Delaware on Saturday and self back into the race. While a
ination still seems improbable
Arizona on Tuesday.
At one point in late January, best, Forbes will have a ready
Forbes looked to be ready to walk ence for his flat tax plan and
away with the nomination. In one nomic agenda.
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Learning Center receives new computer system
The Mulr;ly State

Mardll·l"'

BY jENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Twenty new computers and
three printers make up the new
and improved computer lab in
the learning center.
President Kern Alexander
recently authorized the funds
to replace the learning center's
Personal
Zenith
Easy
Computers with Gateway 2000
Pentium machines.
Bill Allbritten, director of the
counseling and testing center,
said, "The Zeniths were good
when they were bought in
1988, but they have outlasted
their usefulness."
Allbritten said Alexander has
a strong vision of technology,
focusing on it as -his numbertwo priority behind faculty and
staff salary increases.
"The president's eventual
goal is for any student in any
class using common software to
be able to go to any lab on campus
to
do
homework,"
Allbritten said.
The computer lab opened for
instruction Thursday. It will be
used for classes during the day
and for open use by all students
on weeknights.
The new computers have
Microsoft Word installed,
which possesses the capability
of recognizing several other
software
files
including
WordPerfect 5.0.
The State Department of
Education recently adopted
Microsoft Word as the common
program for the public school
system, Allbritten said.
"We will be consistent with
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Murray State students experiment with new technology In the learning center's upgraded computer lab. The lab was furnished with
lO Gateway 2000 computers, allowing more usage because of access to common software like Microsoft Word.

what the students know," he
said. "They (incoming freshmen) won't be taking a step
backward when coming to college."
Allbritten said the transition
will be easy for students.

"The most traumatic time
will be when the student loads
his old document saved in
WordPerfect 5.0 into the new
program," Allbritten said, "but
Microsoft Word will automatically convert it."

Doris Cella, director of the
learning center, said the new
lab will be used in all the basic
writing classes.
She plans to walk the students through the new proc~
dure at first, but she is not wor-

Rudy's
On the Square
Home of the best
burgers as per Southern
Uving magazine.
Monday - Friday
5 a.m . ..: 2 P:m.
Friday 4- 9 p.m. ~
753-1632
~

I

~
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The Brothers of In
would like to congratulate
our new Sweetheart

~

Kerry Walker~

ried that it will cause any
major problems.
"Several of the students have
more sophisticated computers
at home," Cella said.
The new computers arrived
at the Lowry Center Friday,

and the lab was set up by
Wednesday afternoon.
"It was a nice turn-around,"
Cella said. "It was a pleasant
surprise for me. I had a worstcase scenario in mind. I
thought it would probably take
two weeks."
Cella said the transition
flowed smoothly due to the outstanding help of the learning
center's student worker staff.
Allbritten expressed his
appreciation to the numerous
faculty, staff and support people who cleared their schedules
to help set up the lab.
Cella said, "It's the first time
since I've been involved with
the learning center that we
were the first ones to have
something besides leftovers."

Congratulations

~

II

Jennifer Langford
on being selected Chapter
Consultant.
We are so proud of you!
•

Your sisters in AOn

'
Wal-Mart
declines MSU card use
Bv BRIAN SMITH
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Students who were hoping to
be using their declining balance at Wal-Mart this semester
or next may have to wait.
According
to
William
Benriter, Director of Food
Services, Wal-Mart was not
interested at the current time
in doing anything with declining balance.
"We wanted to try and get
Wal-Mart to get more involved
with the campus and its students.
"We thought this declining
balance may benefit the
University as well as Wal-

Mart," Benriter said. "Wal- Cheri Theaters and Papa Johns
Mart did say they would be would be three places that stuwatching how our tests with dents desired to use their
other businesses go, and would declining balance.
In the fall of 1992 McDonalds
talk to us in the future."
The tests Benriter speaks of was a test site for ,two months.
concern using a declining bal- Kathy Rogers, debit card coorance at Pockets, Cheri dinator, said that students
enjoyed the change of pace
Theaters and Papa Johns.
After spring break students while using their card at
should be able to use their McDonalds.
"Our main goal
with
declining balance accounts at
Papa Johns after food service McDonalds was to try and get
them to come onto campus like
hours to buy pizzas.
The
Food
Service L<>ng John Silvers did, but they
Department is still negotiating only do that with campuses
with Pockets and Cheri that have around 15,000 stuTheaters to do the same thing. dents," Rogers said.
"Students were disappointed
A survey conducted by Food
Services showed that Pockets, after the two month test was

over, but said they would really
like to see the University do
this on a permanent basis."
Benriter says that giving students a variety of options with
their declining balance shows
students that they are getting
their money's worth.
"Many other schools who are
about our size are already
doing this and things are going
very well for them," Benriter
said.
"We hope this will benefit our
students and show them, and
their parents, that they are getting their money's worth when
they use their declining balance."

Professors· to perform at dinner
STAFF REPORT

Dr. Bob McGaughey and Bob
Valentine (Dr. Trey and Dr.
Vee) will perform their somewhat
serious
act
on
"Communications" at the annual spring professionals dinner
sponsored by the MSU chapter
of Public Relations Student
Society of America March 26.
The dinner, which begins at 6
p.m., will be held in the ballroom of the Curris Center.
While the dinner is geared traditionally toward having public
relations/advertising/market-
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ing professionals in the region
come and have an evening with
the students in PRSSA, this
year it is opEm to the general
public.
Mc;Gaughey and Valentine
have been doing communications workshops and performing the comedy duo of Dr. Trey
and Dr. Vee since 1978.
Together they have more
than 60 years of communications experience that includes
teaching, advertising, public
relations and broadcasting.
McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism and

Mass Communications Department, hs:ts been a faculty member at MSU since 1969. He has
been selected as the Distinguished Professor (1990), the
Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher (1984) and the
Professional Secretaries Boss of
the Year (1989).
Valentine,
president of
Medical Claims Service of
America and of Theatre Arts
Enterprises, is an adjunct professor in communications at
MSU.
He is an author and playwright, and still performs his

,.

Good Luck Racers
at the OVC

one-man show of "An Evening
with Mark Twain." He received
the Lowry Award for business
support of the arts from the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
(1992).
The two have been named to
several "Who's Who" publications, including "Who's Who in
American Entertainment."
Tickets for the dinner (Italian
buffet) are $10 for the public
and $8 for MSU students. To
make reservations contact the
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications office at (502)
762-2387 by March 20.

Seniors
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Up to 10 toppings
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Up to 10 toppings

$1099

found possessing
stolen amplifier
BY AMY PONDER
MANA(;ING EDITOR

One student's Geology' 101 lab was cut a little short
Tuesday when he was removed froD1 class, arrested and
charged with receiving stolen property under $300.
The student, John V. Brian, freshman from Louisville, ~as
found to be possessing an amplifier, which had been taken
from WQTV station in Murtay following the arrest.
Murray City police detectivet Sgt. Mike Jump, said an affidavit was taken from a witness who had seen the amplifier
in Brian's possession. He said a sefU'Ch warrant was then
· obtained.
Kritt Stubblefield, program director/ station manager of
WQTV, said Brian had worked for the station for the lQt
two months.
"There was an employee who worked at the radio station
that saw what he had allegedly taken.'' Stubble.tield said.
Brian says the amplifier had been sitting at the station for
three to four. months, and he took it from the station.
He said he didn't think anyone was using it because it was
covered with dust.
"It was just grungy looking," he said. "It didn't look like
anyone wanted it."
Brian said when he found ,9ut the station was lo.oki.ilg for
it, he "just freaked out."
"I wasn't. tn'IDg to hurt anybody/' hewd. "I was going to
return it, I just didn't·know how," he said.
Stubblefield says that Brian has been considered termi·
nated from the station since the witneSs acknowledged that
he had seen the amplifier in Brian's possesaion.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Up to 10 toppings

$12 99
Two Large
Pizzas

Msu·freshman

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.
Join the growing number of students entering a

graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

Health Line

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
~~~--.......,...,

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

ArbyS· Giant
~""

ONE FREE ENTRY
PER DAY
THRU Mar. 17
No purchaM neceuary, muAt be
21. Compl.,. , ... at Merv
Griffin's Landing.

800·919·5905

Reservations Required on Saturdays & Holidays
Across from Paducah, I<Y, where 1-24 meets the
Ohio River (Exlt 37).

$}.99

I<"• <low """" ' ''"
Ari>y"• ...,. BW ;,. b;g ""'· •
, 1
It's heaped >ky high on Arby 's Giant at a price !hat makes for a
preposterous deal. Nope. u's no mirage, but if you don't hurry
·
to your nearby Arby\ you ju)t might mi~s lh1s unbelievable deal.
Avlllabli 11 p"'lC!palltt&Arby'> loti hnhtcd lim<
Go We$1. Jfsbelll'fOOibeft•

Arby's 507 N. 12th St.

•

I
I
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Time!

Students, faculty plan whirlwind spring break trips
plan to use the week for a road
trip. Their plans include visiting at least three other colleges
With spring break approach- and maybe four if they have
ing rapidly, many students are time.
finalizing their vacation and
Schools on their itinerary
road trip plans.
include Western Kentucky
Some trips include unusual University, Austin Peay State
destinations, while others just University, the University of
include catching up on sleep for Memphis
and
possibly
a week.
Vanderbilt University.
Students everywhere will be
"It is just something differflocking to Florida to spend the ent," Hulse said. "Its a chance
week sunburned and cramped to see what other campuses are
in small motel rooms.
like. Plus, it's a lot cheaper
Some people plan to take a than Florida."
week long vacation and visit
The girls also plan to visit
places they have never seen their sorority's chapters on
and others just intend to spend each campus. They are hoping
the week off warching "Days of their sisters will be kind
Our Lives" and "Oprah."
enough to take them in, considVanessa Ervin, freshman ering they have nowhere to
from Paducah, and Erica sleep as of right now.
Hulse, freshman from Murray,
"We plan on just staying in
BY kATIE THOMAS

STAFF WRITER

the sorority house on each campus," Ervin said. "It will just be
a good experience to meet all of
our sisters on different campuses. We just want to see what
they are like. We also want to
see how much of our sorority
paraphanelia we can collect
from each school."
LaDon Haley, journalism and
mass communications department secretary, has her passport in hand and is headed to
Europe.
She said she and her husband plan to visit London,
Paris, Scotland and Monaco.
The trip was planned to visit
friends in London and to sight
see in Europe.
"We just basically want to
sightsee," Haley said. '"My husband is excited about playing
golf at Saint Andrews in

Scotland and I am excited
about seeing the casinos in
Monte Carlo, Monaco. rm a history buff, so I am really excited
about the trip.•
Haley and her husband are
lea~ their children at home
and are using this trip to celebrate their 20th wedding
anniversary, which will be in
January, 1997.
"I had wanted to go to Hawaii
for our anniversary, but this
trip just happened, and it was
such a great deal that we couldn't pass it up," Haley said.
While some people are taking
off to Europe and exotic places,
most students are traveling to
the usual college spring break
destination-Florida.
Daytona Beach and Panama
City are the main places of
interest in Florida. Despite the

hurricane season Panama City
suffered, it is receiving its own
bulk of college students this
year.
With ideas of fun in the sun
and endless parties, students
are spending what little money
they have for just one week
away from school
Natalie Kitterman, sophomore from Shephardsville, is
gearing up to go to Daytona
with seven other girls. They
plan to leave the Saturday
spring break begins and drive
the 12 hours to Daytona in one
day.

The girls began planning
their trip last Christmas break
and are more than ready to hit
the beach.
"I just want to lay on the
beach, get a tan and not think
about school or homework at

all," Kitterman said.
She said their main goals are
to have a lot of fun and make it
back for class the following
Monday.
The group of eight girls all
plan to stay in one motel room
together to cut room costs.
Kitterman predicted the only
problem would be the bathroom.
"I guess we'll just take
shifts,"
Kitterman
said.
"Whoever isn't in the shower
will just be on the beach."
The Daytona girls have budgeted money for gas, room and
extracurricular
activities.
Somehow, they left off money
. for food.
"I guess we'll do what everyone else in college does on
-spring break;" Kitterman said.
"We'll starve."

Smart planning, thinking
helps make vacations safer
someone does stop, roll the window down just
enough to ask them to call the police.
For people traveling on the highway, AAA recTom and Mike packed the car and prepared to ommends they keep a full tank of gas, stay on
leave for a week of fun in sunny Florida. They the main roads and do not pick up hitchhikers,
wheeled out of Murray with the radio blaring, and avoid any suspicious-looking characters.
already having a great time.
Even with an uneventful drive, a tourist
Reality struck when just outside of Nashville should still not let down his guard, even at the
the car coughed, sputtered and died. Mike had hotel. Booking hotel reservations in advance is a
forgotten to have the car serviced before they left. smart move according to AAA because travel is
•
exhausting and a person may not be alert when
Teri and Lisa burst into Florida without a searching for a place to stay.
problem. After throwing their luggage in the
After finding a hotel, it is a good idea to follow
room, they headed happily for the beach and the
the road rules of avoiding any suspicious people.
sunshine.
Beware of strangers hanging around in the lobby
Teri forgot to lock the door. After a day of bakor ones that offer to carry luggage. AAA also
ing in the sun, they returned to find all their
strongly advises that tourists stash valuables in
money and valuables gone.
the hotel safe for protection.
•
When leaving the room do not make the same
Margo and Jon strolled along the beach in the
mistakes
as Teri and Lisa. Always lock the room
moonlight. They stopped to chat with some local
and
never
leave keys lying around at the pool or
fishermen. Romance quickly turned into a misoutside.
take that cost Margo her engagement ring and
For extra protection close the curtains and
Jon his wallet full of cash.
leave
the television on to give the appearance of
They were the victims of a mugger.
an occupied room. As another ruse, hang the do
On vacation, particularly spring break, travel- not disturb sign on the door instead of the maid
ers generally are more relaxed and therefore sign when leaving.
After the room is locked up tight it is time to
more vulnerable.
hit
the shops.
The American Automobile Association recomAAA
urges visitors to get good directions to
mends three basic safety strategies for an enjoytheir
destination
before going to the stores. Take
able stay: Stay alert and tune into your surthe
safest
route
and
try not to go alone. While
roundings, stand tall, walk confidently, and do
shopping,
it
is
smart
to carry travelers checks
not make it obvious that you are a tourist, and
instead of cash.
trust your instincts.
At night tourists should be extra careful and
Before heading out, AAA suggests travelers
stay
with a group in a lighted, busy area.
take their cars to a mechanic to avoid breakdowns on the highway. In the event of a malAbove all, AAA recommends if someone wants
function, stay with the car until help arrives. If your purse, wallet, keys or car, don't resist.
BY JENNIFER POTIER

STAFF WRITER
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BOJJ¥t aightseeillg 8.nd aboppinf.

~' We want to relax. ••

we wont to do evel)&-

"It would have been nice if we

could have made it down there
for Mardi Gru, but apring

break will be tun," Alaugair
laid. -we went last year on
"
spring break and bad a very
good time."
Universities in Saudi Arabi&
have apri.Dg break aDd students
aleo make plana to pt away
from the l!ltreeaei ofClu..p.
~Y people., to
or
Jordan or go eamping in the
defJert,"Alsu.gair said.
Fahad Albader. freebman from Kuwait. said
he and hie friends are aoial to Orlando, Fla.,
thia year•
-we plan on goinB to Disney World while we
are there: Albak eaid, -Maybe we11 ao to
Da~ Beach, too."
Albader said his COUJltr)' ia ao a1iiall people 10
to other countrieS on epriDg break.
'1Ata of people 10 to EtD'Pt or London,"

thing."

Eltlit

Albed~

saicl.

ConatantiaM Bentstuev, English Language
Institute student fi'Om Volgograd, Russia, said
he and hia frienda are also going to Pan8Jll&.
City on thia years break.
Bereltnev said be has beard some very inter•tina 8t4niee about spring break in Panama
City ti'om people he knows and wants to check
the scene out for himself.
Tm very excited to be gQing," Bereatnev
said. -we want to relax, but we also want to do
Iota of other things, we want to go swimming
and drinking. We want to do everything."

COLLEGE LIFE
a

Center conference to celebrate women FFA holds leadership
BYREBECCA DoUTT
STAFF wama

''

People celebrate holidays,
anniversaries, and other special occasions, and now the
Murray State Women's Center
thinks it is time to celebrate
women.
The ninth annual Celebrate
Women conference will be held
Tuesday, March 5, from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the· Curris
Center.
According to a brochure distributed by the Women's
Center, the conference will
"provide an opportunity for personal renewal, growth and
empowerment while celebrating the accomplishments of a
cross section of women."
Session topics will include
sexual harassment, financial
security, feminism, women in
the curriculum and cultural
diversity.
Some of the purposes of the
conference are to highlight
women's contributions, gifts
and talents, to educate participants about finances, self-care
and managing multiple commitments, and to encourage
productive communication for
all individuals.
The luncheon's keynote
speaker will be . Victoria
Fortner, a Native American

There's something for everybody...
mothers, working women, students
and stay-at-home people~

'

Jeanne Fleming
activist and lecturer. Fortner
has spoken across the nation
and is a facilitator of experiential workshops on Native
American history, tradition
and cultures.
Other speakers include
Patricia O'Reilly, leader of educational foundations at the
University of Cincinnati;
Katherine Cannon, financial
representative
for
World
Marketing Alliance; Karin
Pendle, professor at the
University of Cincinnati; Bill
Hyosbi, professor at Columbia
College; Janis Murphy, professor of elementary and secondary education at MSU; Lila
Waldman, professor of business
at Murray State; Rachel
Chipps, fund-raiser and education director of Murray's Rape
Crisis Center.
The Women's Center is working with several other groups
including the Rape Crisis

Center, the Murray Division of
Police, and several universities.
Infonnation booths will be set
up throughout the day, and a
research poster session and
kids' art show will be held in
the afternoon.
Recipients of the outstanding
female student leader scholarships will also be announced at
the conference.
These $200 scholarships will
be awarded to five women at
MSU based on applications
received.
Jane Ethridge, director of the
Women's Center, said this
year's conference has many
first-time events for Celebrate
Women.
"We are seeking to involve a
broader audience," Ethridge
said. "We sent out more information. We had a call for
papers and proposals for the
first time. We're also having a
research poster session to high-

light recent research. We have
really expanded in tenns of the
types of programs and topics.
We are trying to involve more
of the community in this as
well. I think we've improved
upon
previous
Celebrate
Women conferences."
Pamela Dawes, graduate student in organizational communications and co-chair of the
conference, said the overall
conference theme of expansion
extends beyond the sessions.
''Expansion is also the key to
our background organization,"
Dawes said. "We're really
expanding in new ways that we
think are exciting. We want to
involve more women and men.
We have some sessions we
think will be of interest to men,
too."
Jeanne Fleming, president of
Office Extras, Inc. and co-chair
of the conference, said the conference is designed to have sessions of interest for everyone.
"There's something for everybody:
mothers,
working
women, students and stay-athome people," Fleming said.
"There is some seminar for
everyone, and there is something to benefit everyone."
Registration for the conference sessions is $15. The sessions are free for students.
Advanced registration is
required for the luncheon.

Washers still

FISHING AND HUNTING EQUIPMENT ONLY

75¢

GARAGE SALE
Offered by 4 outdoorsman who a re

roundup convention
Professionalism, leadership str.essed
BYkATIE THOMAS
STAffWama

Racer Roundup, the first leadership conference hosted by the
University Collegiate Future Farmers of America chapter, was
held Feb. 23 in the Curris Center.
Racer Roundup was a one day leaderabip motivational conference which fOCUsed on professionalism, IUpervised agricultural experiences, leadership skills and other agricultural t;Opics. a'he sessions were led by various cOllegiate and state FFA
officers.
"The MSU Collegiate FFA ia excited about Racer Roundup,"
said COnference Chairman Ryan Morrow, IQPhomore from
.Benton, Mo. "'Our chapter is growing and attracting students
frOm all over the country. Thanks to our oflker team and members, w~ were able to provide area chapter& with this conference."
•
AJ>proximate)y 130 to 140 high achool students from FFA
chapters in Kentucky, Dlinoie, Tenneaaee, Indiana and
Missouri attended Racer Roundup.
·
"We wanted to &hare our experienees ofFPA with the younger
FFA members to improve their skilla:' said chapter president
Tammie WJ.Beman, senior from Metropolis, Dl. "'Thanks to
recruitment of several state FFA otliC8ra, we have gained the
resources to develop this conference."
This was t.he first conference the MQlT8Y State chapter has
hosted.
..I think it was p\11"$ auccesa. We seem to have received a lot of
gOod comment&,"' said Crystal. Stallone, chapter member and
former student adviser:.
The chapter, was formed in the fall of 1992, is the first of its
kind in Kentucky and received ita ebarter in the summer of
1993 at the Kentucky State FFA Convention~

STUDENIS-FICULI¥-SIIff
A l.treshlng SprlngtirHireak
by GIIIP DIAt i Uftt

March 9
~Estes.

overstocked with hundreds of
items •• new and used.

Nit

tlwough March 17

S~lal

lMT

at

GUNS, AMMO, RODS, REELS, LURES, KNIVES, GAME CALLS,

Spring

MISSACN TO ¥0U
308 N 6th St

8recak

CLOTHES, AND MISCELLANEOUS HUNTI NG AND FISHING
ACCESSORIES,
n:

Laundry Service & Alterations

NO JUNK!

1509 Canterbury Dr.
;.r
Saturday, March 2 8 - 5 p.m.

•

•

1

....

..

PricesII

753-3801
i'A

•

7 Days a Week
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

111 Hour - $11
1 Hour - $10

Relaxation Stress Reduction Pain Aellef

AMEN CORNER
Adapted from a play by James Baldwin
Directed by Doris Clark
and Stephene Keene
Admission Price:
$5 general public
$3 faculty & staff
MSU Students free with ID
Showings:
Friday, March 1, 8 p.m.
Saturday, March 2, 2 p.m.
Sunday, March 3, 6 p.m.
Place: Johnson Theater
For Reservations please call 762 - 3088
Sponsored by Office of African-American Recruitment & Recreation

The
Bridal Registry

Panhellenic would like
to congratulate the
1996 Rho Chi's
ALPHA DELTA PI

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Misty Ernstberger
Jessica Higdon
Jenny Richey
Sara Seely

Nancy Miles
Angela Roberts
Fran Sollman
Melony Stambaugh

ALPHA OMICRON PI

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

Andrea Brown
Sonja Ely
Amanda Haynes
Amy Warden

Julie Buckman
Amy Gill
Christa Husk
Jennifer Wilson

at

Y~./tcF~
r--~~

kitclzm & nome

-

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Pam Cotton
Leslie Fletcher
Michelle Miserendino
Leigh Ann Wooley

All righty then ...

TURN, TURN, TURN •••

Alumnus aces detective cartoon voice
1989 to 1993, and played tennis
on a scholarship while majoring in marketing.
He competed and performed
Michael Hall wears a bright
Hawaiian shirt, baggy pants in the Mr. MSU pageant one
and enormous hair...or rather, year and performed an intermission comedy routine during
his voice does.
Hall, a Murray State gradu- another pageant.
ate, is the voice behind the "Ace
"I've always had a bit of a
Ventura, Pet Detective" car- thirst for comedy," Hall said.
toon, which airs Saturday "Murray State is really where
mornings in CBS.
it all started."
When comedian Carrot Top
Now a resident of Toronto,
Canada, Hall performs the visited campus during the 1993
now-famous voice for Nelvana fall semester, Hall opened the
Production company.
show for him. He said it was
"Voice work is something I this performance that drove
always knew l could do," Hall him to make comedy a permanent part of his life.
said.
"It was v~ry cool because we
Although he has not met Jim
got to talk to him," Hall said.
Carrey,
he
After graduation in 1993,
said he enjoys
Hall moved back home to
d o i n g
Canada and began auditioning
Carrey's
for bit roles and commercial
voice.
appearances.
"I
never
In early 1995, he began audireally knew I
tioning for the voice of "Ace
could do it
Ventura."
( Carrey's
He said he returned several
voice)," Hall
HALL
times to the studio to redo
said. "I just
pieces for the producers, and
worked on it until I got it."
He said he began his voice eventually beat out 75 concareer by doing stand-up come- tenders for the role.
"It's a bit mind-boggling,"
dy routines during his college
Hall
years at Murray State. He
said.
attended the University from
He said the production of one
BY MANDY W OLF

Cowa LtFE

EDtTOI

"It's absolutely amazing,"
Hall said.
" I've a/wars had a bit
He encourages any students
of thirst for comedy. who want to go into acting to
consider voice work because he
Murray State is really said
it is related to on-camera
where it all started.
appearances.
Hall said he sends twominute demonstration tapes to
production companies as an
Michael Hall easy means of auditioning.
The tapes contain Hall's various voice talents in a number of
"Ace Ventura, Pet Detective" scenarios.
cartoon begins with the characHe calls studios back on a
ters performing the script.
regular basis to see if the tapes
"I'm doing quite a lot of have been heard.
lines," Hall said.
"It takes persistence," Hall
He said it is not unusual for said. "You've just got to keep
his character to have 170 lines going and one day you'll hit
out of a 250-line script.
somebody just right. I just
After the voice work is fin- never gave up."
Hall said working for
ished, the story is sent overseas, where artists complete Nelvana has given him the
the storyboards and create the opportunity to make contacts
characters around Hall and the within the show business
other actors.
world, and has opened doors for
Finally, the cartoon is sent future jobs.
"I can't tell you how much it's
back to the studio where lines
changed my life," Hall said.
are polished.
In the future, Hall said he
The first "Ace Ventura" cartoon aired on CBS during would like to make on-camera
prime-time programming on appearances, but he said he
Dec. 13, 1995. Hall said it took enjoys working on the "Ace
about four months to complete Ventura, Pet Detective" set.
"It's a lot of fun," Hall said. "I
the first cartoon from beginwould hardly even call it work."
ning to end.

"
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Experience 1he difference or ACUVUE• DISposable
C•mtact l.tnscs or ::-URE:VUE<» Contact Ltnses
ACUVUE Is the contact lens you nc\·er ruwe to
dean You JUSt repiace your lenses once a week
~1th a dean. fresh paH SUREVU F. IS the da•ly
wear, easy tare lens )'OU replace w11h fresh new
lenses rvtry two v.-eek$ Both are surpnsingly
affordahlc. You get convm~ence and romion ror
about the same cOSI as you're paymg today

1617 Hwy 121 Bypass 753 - 3688

Monday • Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Later appointments are
available upon request.

Walk-ins welcome

Karen Feagin • owner & stylist
Kristy Robinson - stylist &
manicurist
Takina Bomar- stylist
Patty Knott - stylist

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Tara Jones, freshman from Hurray, details a ceramic pot In
O aJcley Applied Science Bulldlna on Wednesday.

sqonyHOUN
ROCKING CHAIR LOUNGE
March 7 6 - 8 p.m.
Sponsored by ~
~

for a six month supply
CaD our office
and ask about a

FREE TRIAL PAIR.

EyeCare

®[p)®©fi~~U~®®

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

3Pl,& 12th .st.

•

tons
o Chi
Your sisters in

Join the

A 0 fl

Advertise

..... ,.

OffiCial '

TaAIIIII

coaPs

-

today for only

$20/Month m: $100/Semester
University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295 or 753-0228

Hours
Monday- Friday 6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Saturday 2 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 5p.m. - 10 p.m.

12th St. Branch
209 N. 12th St.
759-9622 or 759-9699

Hours
Monday - Thursday
5:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m .
Sunday Noon- 5 p.m.

i

If you dtdn't s1gn up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attendmg Army ROTC Camp Chal·
lenge, a paid stX-week summer
course in leadership traimng.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and disctpline
1t takes to succeed m college and
beyond.

~ lll

ARMY ROTC
m

S11111'EST corr na: COUISE YOU Clf TID.

For details. visit Room 216. Stewart Stadium or call
762-4123
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Lady Racers earn 6th seed

Pitino

MSU prepares for SEMO in first OVC Tournament game since 1990

spoils
UK's
party

BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
basketball team finished up its
regular season with a doubleovertime 66-58 loss to Austin
Peay State 'Monday night at
Racer Arena.
The Lady Racers were led by
junior forward Stephaine
Minor, who had 16 points,
grabbed 21 rebounds and
blocked three shots. Sarah
Higgins, a 5'10" freshman
guard, chipped in 16 points,
brought down eight rebounds
and had three steals.
Higgins was disappointed by
the loss, but looks forward to
the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Saturday through
Monday in Nashville, Tenn.
"This was a tough loss, and
we made some critical mistakes
down the stretch that cost us
the game," Higgins said. "I
think the loss did us some good,
because now we are in a bracket against some teams that

Chances slim
for nationals

we've played well against and
know we can beat."
Shonta Hunt had a chance to
win it for MSU in regulation,
but the sophomore guard
missed a layup with two seconds left.
In overtime, neither team
could find the basket, as they
combined for four total points.
However, APSU pulled away in
the second overtime period to
clinch the OVC regular season
title and first-round bye-.
Head coach Eddie Fields was
still content ·with his team's
play, and he is excited about
the Lady Racers' chances in the
OVC Tournament.
'We did a lot of things right
in this game and had several
chances to win the game, but
I'm pleased with our overall
performance," Fields said. "We
won three of our last five
games, so the girls have found
out that they can play with
these teams, so the OVC tournament is going to be interesting for us."

LAYING DOWN THE LAW

McKinney takes 3 titles at OVC
Indoor meet, named top athlete
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
St'ORTS EDITOR

Jason McKinney could not
celebrate his three Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Track and
Field Championships nor Jiis
Male Athlete of the Year award
for very long.
A week after the sophomore
from Georgetown, Ill. won the
mile and the 3,000 meters and
ran the anchor leg of Murray
State's first-place distance
medley relay team, McKinney
and teammate Charmaine
Thomas are competing at the
ill Last Chance Invitational
tonight in Bloomington, Ind.
The Last Chance meet is
where McKinney and Thomas,
a senior from St. John's,
Antigua, can qualify for the
NCAA Indoor Track and Field
Championships March 8-9 in
Indianapolis.
McKinney, who finished the
OVC mile in four minutes and
14.48 seconds, needs a time of
4:06.5 to provisionally qualify,
while Thomas must cut her
time in the 800 to 2:07.5 in
order to qualify automatically,
almost four seconds faster than
her best run of the season.
Thomas' task is even more
daunting because she just
recovered from the flu, which
kept her out of the OVC 800
after she placed fourth in the
mile. Sill, she is optimistic.

"It (the flu) has hampered me
just a little bit in training for
this and the OVC," said
Thomas, who needs an 800
time of 2:10.8 to provisionally
qualify for the national meet.
"The bottom line is mind over
matter, and as long as I can
run, anything can happen."
Meanwhile, head coach Bob
Doty was disappointed with the
team's overall performance
despite some great individual
efforts, but he is pointing his
squad towards the outdoor
track and field season.
"We ran well, but as dad said,
if you don't have the horses,
you don't pull the cart," said
Doty, whose squad placed fifth
in both men's and women's
OVC competition. 'We should
be stronger outdoors because
we had people who never ran
indoors before and we should
have more people out for the
indoor season."
McKinney, the OVC Cross
Country champion and Male
Runner of the Year, is proud of
his achievements, especially
his 3,000-meter crown.
"It's an honor in itself to be
recognized for both of them (the
cross country and track
awards)," McKinney said.
"Going into the conference
meet, I was just trying to pull
off the (distance medley relay)
and the mile, and to win the
3,000 was a total surprise."

MSU ranks 6th
Rifle team claims trip to NCAAs
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State rifle team is game for the NCAA Rifle
Championships March 7-9 in Colorado Springs, Colo.
With their scores at the collegiate sectional match Feb. 9-11 at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range, the Racers' foursome of Ken Hicks,
Iryt Chance, Kristi Noakes-Penrod and Amanda Stone qualified
for the team air rifle competition with a score of 1539. Hicks, a
freshman from Morreson, Colo., also qualified individually with
an air rifle total of 389.
And although MSU lost to fellow NCAA rival West Virginia
6210-6061 Saturday in Morgantown, W.Va., head coach Elvis
Green is more concerned with success at the national meet.
"The shooters are now preparing for our trip to Colorado, and
I think we can do well out there," Green said. 'We have the people who can win an air gun championship."
Hicks, Chance and Noakes-Penrod are all from Colorado, and
they want to do well in front of their friends and families.
"I'm excited to have my dad and friends watch me shoot,
because they haven't watched me shoot in a long time," said
Chance, a sophomore from Louisville, Colo. who received NCAA
air rifle honorable mention Last year. "I think it's pretty cool
that three of us are from Colorado, so we'll all be coming home."
f

)

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

The Creamers (in the yellow jerseys) and the Cinderella Squad battle in the paint during the
Creamers' 66-65 overtime win Wednesday night in Racer Arena.

Austin Peay wins game,
but Racers win the war
BY

Scon

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

With the number-one seed
already secured for this weekend's Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament, Murray State's
men's basketball squad looked
to cap off a successful regular
season with a victory over
Austin Peay State Monday
night at Racer Arena.
But with the tournament's
number-three seed still on the
line, the Governors (16-10, 10-6
OVC) spoiled the Racers' (18-8,
12-4 OVC) party by walking
away with an 80-65 triumph.
Racer head coach ~ark
Gottfried believes a partial factor in the game's outcome was
that his team was looking
ahead to the tournament.
"Everywhere I've gone all
over town, everybody's talking
about
the
tournament,"
Gottfried said. "I think our
minds were there. It's hard as a
coach to get your mind away
from there when you know that
it has already been decided.
They had a lot more at stake
tonight than we did. n

behind us and we're ready to
move on. We're ready to play in
" We've already put
the tournament."
this one behind us
One concern the Racers have
is the health of junior forward
and we're ready to
move on. Were ready Vincent Rainey, who sprained
his right ankle on a drive to the
to play in the tourna- basket early in the second half.
"My only concern right now is
ment
strictly for Vincent Rainey,"
Mark Gottfried Gottfried said. "Hopefully, he'll
be healthy and ready to go."
Senior guard Marcus Brown,
With both squads swapping who scored a game-high 28
baskets in a hotly-contested points, said the Racers were
first half, the Governors held a- not emotionally prepared for
narrow 32-31 advantage at the game.
halftime. But the opening min"I think we came out relaxed
utes of the second half proved a little bit and took them for
to be the Racers' downfall as granted," he said. "It's kind of
APSU pulled away for the win difficult not to look past this
thanks to a 14-0 run.
game because we had already
Despite the loss, Gottfried clinched the title. Those guys
feels confident that the Racers came to play and we just got
are prepared to capture a ~ec outplayed tonight."
ond consecutive OVC title and
By earning the tournament's
NCAA Tournament bid. MSU top seed, the Racers gained a
has won eight of the last nine f:trst-round bye and are schedOVCregular season titles.
uled to face Thursday's Middle
"I have no concern about our Tennessee State-Tennessee
team and whether or not we're Tech winner. The second-round
ready to play," Gottfried said. game is scheduled for 7 p.m.
"We've already put this one tonight in Nashville, Tenn.

'

Undefeated in
SEC, Wildcats
deserve ranking
Rick Pitino has refuted
remarks all week that his
Kentucky men's basketball
squad is the best team in the
nation after being selected
No. 1 in..-----._,
t
h
e
CNNIUSA
Today Top TALK
25 collegebasketball MIKE
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Monday.
But with Massachusetts
fmally losing its grip on the
top ranking with its home
loss to George Washington
Saturday, the Wildcats have
a chance to prove what
Pitino has been afraid to
admit, at least to the media
and the Big Blue fans that
know it already.
The reason why so many
experts favor UK to win the
NCAA Tournament is obvious: they are the only contender that 1) has no weaknesses; 2) possesses the
killer instinct essential for
winning the national championship; and 3) owns· a second unit capable of reaching
the Final Four itself.
The Wildcats' strategy is
simple but deadly, one that
could earn Pitino Coach of
the Year honors. UK's fullcourt pressure defense forces
the opposition to play the
'Cats' up-tempo style of basketball at every opportunity.
And although" the Wildcats'
opponent may be close or
even leading at halftime, the
relentless pace and Pitino's
countless substitutions (no
other program has a bench
as deep or as talented as
UK's) have exhausted the
other team, and that is when
the 'Cats close the door.
Since their only loss of the
season, to Massachusetts in
the second game of the year
at The Palace in Auburn
Hills, Mich., only two ofUK's
24 opponents (Indiana and
Georgia) have not been
outscored by more than 10
points. The Wildcats, who
can wrap up the tirst undefeated regular-season league
record in Southeastern
Conference history with a
win
over
Vanderbilt
Saturday in Lexington, lead
the nation in scoring margin.
The only team that have
played as well and as consistently as UK over the past
two months has been
Kansas. But like fellow contenders UMass, Connecticut,
Villanova, Georgetown and
Cincinnati, the Jayhawks
have some questions to
answer on their road to the
Final Four.
Kansas has the ability, as
does Kentucky, to play both
the full-court and half-court
game. Both excel at defense
and rebounding, but where
the Jayhawks come up short
is in their outside shooting, a
decided strehgth of the 'Cats.
All that UK needs to do is
handle the pressure that
comes with being No. 1, and
Pitino, a master at every
other facet of coaching, will
be able to deflect the media
hype, attention and scrutiny
so his players can accomplish
what he recruited to do- win.
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SCORECARD

Women 's Basketball

Sports Calendar

Rifle

Austin Peay 66, MSU 58 - 20T

NCAA Team Air Rifle
Championship Seedlngs:

Austin Peay (66)
White 7·19 5~ 21, Caldwel3·1 4 4-811,
Thompaon 3·12 2-4 8, Pol:zin 2·7 1·2 5,
Cox4-122·710. Shehon 1-5C>-02,
Sutfren H o-o 2, Neelv o-o o-o 0,
Beh1811bmker 2-s 3-5 7. Totals 23·75
17-3266.

Murray State (58)
Plerceal o-8 o-o 0, Hunt 3-16 2-3 8,
Gilbert 4-8 0-1 8, Johneon 2·7 o.o 4,

MIOOI'6·13 4-916, Hlo!Jns 7·14 o-o 16,
F~elds 0·1 0.0 0, Smitfl-0.0 0.0 o, P8198
1-4 2·2 4. Colins 1·1 o-o 2. Totals 24·
728·1558.
Halftime • MSU 27. APSU 24. Three·
point goals· APSU 3·14 (Whrte 2-4,
Caldwell1-3. Shelt>n o-1, Cox o-2,
Thompson 0-4), MSU 2-8 (Higgins 2-4,
P1eroeall 0-4). Fooled Out· MSU
(~). Rebounds- APSU 49 (Caldwell,
Polzln 8), MSU 65 (Mill or 21 ). ASSists •
APSU 7 (Cal<:Me/1, $helton, Thompson
2), MSU 13 (Johnson 4).Tolal FoolsAPSU 15, MSU 23. Te<:hnicals ·None.
A-655.

Baseball
MSU 12, Miaal 881ppl 4
MurrayStllt8(2·7) 002230311 ·12160
Mississippi (~) 200 020 000 • 4 9 2

Gall&gler, Harvey~) and Quire;
Eas18r1ing, Bronson (5, Balbour, Dull,
Rodgers and Echols. • Gala~r. 2·1. L
·Easterling. Sv ·Harvey (2). 2Bs • MSU:
Doyle (1l, Graeter (1 ), Marshall (1),
O'Brien 4), Quire (6). Ole Mies: Mensik.
HAs-Ole M1ss, MenSik (5).

University

Total

1. Air Force Academy
2. Alaska-Fairbanks
3 . Kentucky
4. Xavier
5. Naval Academy
6. Murray State
7. West Virginia
8. Jacksonville State

1551
1550
1549
1544
1540
1539
1534
1527

I

Track & Field
OVC Indoor
Championships
Women's Team Standings:
1. Middle Tennessee
145
2. Southeast Missouri
133.5
3. Eastern Kentucky
96
4. Tennessee State
52
5. Murray State
38
6. Tennessee-Martin
35
7. Austin Peay
20.5
,8. Tennessee Tech
4
9. Morehead State
3
Men's Team Standings:
1. Southeast Missouri
2. M1ddle Tennessee
3. Eastern Kentucky
4. Tennessee State
5. Murray State
6. Morehead State
7. Tennessee Tech

Sundlly: Samtord 4, MSU 2
Saturday: Birmingham Soolhem18, MSU
10
Friday: MSU 8, Alabama-Birmingham 6

TODAY
Men's Basketball- Ohio Valley Conference Tournament semifinals in
Nashville, Tenn.
Indoor Track and Field - IU Last Chance Invitational in Bloomington,
Ind.
Men 's Tennis- MSU vs. Akron in Richmond
Women's Tennis- MSU at Nicholls State Invitational in Thibodeaux, La.
Equestrian- Middle Tennessee State Intercollegiate Horse Show 1n
Murfreesboro, Tann.

Kristi Noakes-Penrod and Reginald Swinton have
been named Racers of the Week.
Noakes-Penrod, a senior from Pueblo, Colo., was the
high air rifle competitor in the Murray State rifle team's
loss to West Virginia Saturday in Morgantown, W.Va.
Noakes-Penrod, who placed eighth in the air rifle individual competition with a score of 382, will be on the MSU
air rifle squad that will be shooting at the NCAA Rifle
Championships March 7-9 in Colorado Springs, Colo.
Noakes-Penrod was also an alternate for the Racers, last
year when they fin ished fourth overall in the nation.
With little more than two weeks of practice under his
belt, Swinton, a sophomore from Little Rock. Ark., fin ished
fourth in the long jump and fifth in the triple jump at the
Ohio VaUey Conference Indoor Track and Field
Championships Friday and Saturday in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
A starting wide receiver for the Murray State football team
last season, Swinton leapt to distances of 23 feet and nine
inches in the long jump and 44'5" in the triple jump.

SATURDAY
Men's Basketball - OVC Tournament Championship in Nashville, Tenn.
Women's Basketball - MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State at 2 p.m. in
first round of the OVC Tournament in Nashville, Tenn.
Baseball - Bradley vs. MSU at 9:30 a.m. at Reagan Field; Wright State
vs. MSU at 3:30 p.m. at Reagan Field
Men's Tennis- MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky in Richmond
Women's Tennis- MSU at Nicholls State Invitational in Thibodeaux, La.
Rugby- Tennessee Tech vs. MSU at 1 p.m. at Cutchin Field
Equestrian- Middle Tennessee State Intercollegiate Horse Show in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

SUNDAY
Women's Basketball· OVC Tournament semifinals In Nashville, Tenn.
Baseball - Wright State vs. MSU at 12:30 p.m. at Reagan Field, Bradley
vs. MSU at 3:30p.m. at Reagan Reid
Men's Tennis - MSU vs. Wright State in Richmond
Women 's Tennis- MSU at Nicholls State Invitational in Thibodeaux, La.
Rugby- Paducah Rugby Club vs. MSU at 1 p.m. at Cutchin Reid
Equest rian- Middle Tennessee State Intercollegiate Horse Show in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

MONDAY
160
150
78
57
55
27
16

Women's Basketball- OVC Tournament Championships in Nashville,
Tenn.

The Murray State crew team will hold an organiza-

TUESDAY

tional meeting at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Cumberland
Room in the Curris Center for all students interested in the
program. Campus Recreation coordinator Sherri Gallimore
is still searching for a graduate assistant to coach the team.

Baseball- Southern Illinois vs. MSU at 2 p.m. at Reagan Field

WEDNESDAY
Men's Baseball - MSU vs. Arkansas State at 5 p.m. in Jonesboro, Ark.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Ech:>r

SOCIAL PRINCIPLES
of the United Methodist Church

"Express Taxi" of Murray
Now in business

Discussion group meets Thursdays at 11 :30 a.m.
in the Upstairs Conference Room
(Come and go as you need to. Bring lunch if you wish)
at the
United Methodist Campus Fellowship
1315 Payne St.
Topic: When the Church Speaks

on~

(local and long distance taxi service)
Based in Murray
Independently owned and operated

759-TAXI (8294)

and Community

Thanks
JILL& LAURA

for a wonderful
REDROSEI

A
0

. MAGIC NEEDLE TATOO'S

·n

You both did a great job!_~~,.
~...
Love.

- Over 15 Years of Experience .lftlst
OnlyInllceneed
18110o
Cellowey
County
• StMie!MChoda
• Ovw 21 bright ooiDrl

~
.

._, .............

• Body plefctng
• Covw-up apec8111st
• No druga ar alcohol
"Mustbellleest

1.,... ..

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL:

753-4748

Murray State University Graduation Center

Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE '96
Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

Save by ordering
graduation packages.

-- ~-

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Tuesday, March 5

4 - 6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Wednesday, March 6

· -~

Yeard.at~

RIGISIRAR'S omCE;

Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements and commencement exercises.

$25-$59.95
Certificate of Apprtei.ttlon
Recognize and honor that Jptc.al
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success ActualiWtlets)
can bt cuslom printed on the framed
ctt'llftC<Itt

_
..
........ .......

$15

91. 0'-"t- ~ oa-

..

•u..., £.-cu.._
Clooloo.A

-

'"'

~

....

<1-

• U.O...

'v
~

I
•

.

v- Dotgtee

• YOUI Majot

during repayment of student loans.

to properly enclose your
pt~llud gradUAtion

annoww:enwnl Av.ailable
tn packages of 25.
Thank You Note.
S.y thank you wuh t'-e ~ltgant
note cards. pnnted on l'tC)'clrd fiber
po~ptr. PackAges of 25.

$6

$12

CABlER SERVICES; Came set up or update your placemeot file with a Career
Services rrpreseotative. Information about resume preparatioo, interviewing 8 ,Kf
job search techniques will be available. Also, sign up for OIKIIDpus iotetvie.vs or
moclc interviews, pick up job bulletin and information about the Spring Jol't Fair and
Teacher Career Day.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION; Alumai Association representatives will provide
information on bow to network with MSU aii1Dllli before and after graduation. how
to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is important to stay in touch
with Mumy State. Senior Pledge information also will be provided.

t-..t-

s.w..--ll.o-•
_._.._...,;..

. ..

r;,.ilolooo_.J._

Person•liud " u \lunc~m~nts
The best way to &Mounce to all tho:s.e special people.
Your nAme, degret and m.t)Or wall be pnnlrd in the
actual text of your announcemtnt, along wath the
time and loa liOn of the gra.•uatlon cemnony

Available in packages of25.

·Your -

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING; Discussing your rights and responsibilities

SignoiM.als

Embossed etiqiK'tt~ seals

Coming Together To Help You Prepare
And Plan For Graduation

Diploma Pl•qut
Protect and d~Spl.ty your
diplom.t watha custom
made plaque or frame
Perfect for home or office.

'· •·

Monday, March 4

Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of
Murray State University Class
Rings and reccH ve a discount if
purchased during Senior Salute

$J .SO

7

UNJVERSID BOOKSTORE; Be fitted for your cap & gown, then meet with
our Josten's Representative to order your Class Ring, Personalized Graduation
Iavitatioos &: more!

University Bookstore

~Gown.~ Imk Ensembles
Master's $22.95
Bachelor's $17.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Master's
Honor Cords $7.50
Hoods $35 & $50
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MSU rides t o 4th

Gallagher ace for 2-7 'BredS

in final. stock show

MSU opens h ome s ch edule with 5 games; Thieke pleased with pitching

Equestrian team wins reserve title

SENIOR STAFF W RITER

BY MIKE OHSTROM
SroltTs E.Dnoa
Marl Little and the Murray State equestrian team placed
foutth at the Northwest Missouri State/Southwest. Missouri
State Intercollegiate Horse Show Friday and Saturday in
Columbia, Mo., taking Jiom& the reserve chtUnpionabip in the
all-tJtock seat competition.
Little, a senior from Bradenton. Fla., gatliered the last of
the 28 points necessary to qualify for regionals in the open
stodt seat division, missing the cut for the open raining divi·
sion b_y one point.
r
· Uttl.e was last y&ar's national champion in bOth the open·
fen~ and intermediate stock seat individuill eatego):it)S, the
first rider in NCA)dustory to win two different claSseS the
same year. Little qm enter three .individual diYisi.Oil8 rot the
NCAA National Championship Horse Show "May 3-5 Los .
Angeles, and two more if' the ~rs win the regional temn
standings April6 at the West Kentucky Livest.()ck Show ahd .
Exposition Center.
•
"Las\ year. I won national championships in two differe'tlt
riding .sty~a, and this is goiNf to be another buay year/' •Little
said. "It'a difficult mentally (to ride in multiple events)
because of the pressure you put on yourself and yO\t want ~
do well for your teamt so Ws d~manding.~t
Other top t'ini$hers at the NMSU/SMSU meet w~~. Laura
Mihton, who won the first-.class intermediate -stock seat
erown; Andy Jackson, who placed second and third in begin~
ning stock seat trials; and Ella Hackin8on. who finished sec..
ond and third in the second-class advance,<~ stock eeat runs.

m

m

MSU will now focus its attention on bunt ~t competition.
The Racers next tra-vel t6 MurfreesbOro, Terin. for a liunt seat

show Friday through Sunday at Middle Tenn.essee State. The
RaceN end their regular season in the ~eu Intercollegiilte
Horse Show April 5 at th~ Expo Center.
''

BY Scon N ANNEY

Despite compiling only two wins in its
first nine games, Murray State's
Thoroughbred baseball squad looks to get
back on track with a five-game homestand.
The 'Breda will open their home schedule
with a 9:30 a.m. game against Bradley
University followed by a 3:30p.m. contest
vs. Wright State at Reagan Field.
On Tuesday, the 'Breds gained their sec·
ond victory of the season thanks to five
strong innings from senior pitcher Keith
Gallagher in a 12-4 rout of Mississippi.
MSU head coach Mike Thieke said the

victory over Ole Miss gave his young squad
some much-needed confidence.
"It showed we can play with some of the
better teams in the country," Thleke said.
"Our ability to go down there and come out
with a win was very, very big for us."
One concern entering the season was the
team's inexperience on the mound. But
with the emergence of Gallagher, Thieke
thinks his pitching staff is in good shape.
"We have been pitching some unproven
guys," be said. "It never comes around as
fast as you would like, but our pitching
staff has come together pretty quick. We've
got four or five guys throwing the ball pretty good right now."

Gallagher (2-1), a senior from Orlando,
Fla., played catcher for MSU last season.
He has 14 strikeouts in 15 2/3 innings of
work on the year.
After having its original home opener on
Feb. 20 against Tennessee-Martin canceled due to inclement weather, the 'Breds
are ready to play on their own turf.
"One of the most critical things is playing
in a surrounding you're most familiar
with," Thieke said. "Having the last at~bat
is important in baseball."
MSU continues its homestand Sunday
against Wright State and Bradley, followed by a 2 p.m. contest with Southern
Illinois Tuesday at Reagan Field.

Rodeo tea01 looks to Four named rugby stars
hire full-tiDle coach
SJ.uf RI'POIT

Under current rodeo coach
David Wright, the team is currently fourth in the Ozark
Region standings.
Getting a new coach on an
annual basis is something the
team is used to, said Jay
Sheets,
a
senior
from
Farmington. Mo.
"The coach will have to
adjust more to us than we will
have to adjust to him," said
Sheets, the Rodeo Club presi·
dent. "He will have to work
around our schedules because
we are students."

BY jESSICA RAY
REPORTER

To boost the Murray State
rodeo team's image and competitive edge, the Department
of Agriculture wants to fill a
full-time coaching position, the
first in the team's history.
The University has authorized the rodeo team to hire a
coach by July 1. Letters will be
sent to all schools with
National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association teams. Interviews
will begin April 1.

r

~

Advertise

The Murray State rugby dub had four members selected to
the Mid-South Rugby Union Select Side for an all-star match
in April in Indianapolis.
Of the 35·playe1': squad representing clubs from Tennessee,
MissoUri and western Kentucky, player/coach Pedro Stiassni,
Josn Andrews, Chris Mart.in and Lyndon Hepburn were
named to the all-star team. MSUsent 10 members to the try·
outs Feb. 17-18 in Nashville, Tenn.
"We were pretty surprised. It's a big boost," said Andrews, ·a
sophomore from ~on who serves as the rugby club eec~
tary. "Just playin~ with these guys (the all-stars) has helped
us pick up more drills and techniques to improve our team."
The Racers host Tennessee Tech Satu.ri:lay at Cutchin Field,
f6llowed by a contest with the Paducah Rugby Club on
Sunday. Both games will start at 1 p.m. at Cutchin Field.

Murray State University
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PERSONALS

NOTICE

Congrats to Suzanne Ball
on being Sigma oflhe week!
We love Ya!
Your sisters.

A TIENTION ALL STUDENTS Ill GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE! BILLIONS OF $$$
IN PRIVATE FUNDING.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1 888 AID-2-HELP ( 1 800
243-2435)

t•.

AGRs- We had a great
time at the movies! • , the
sisters of 1:1:1:.
'
Thanks DC. AT.O.. AI.A, for
an awesome mixer. Let's do
it again some time! Love,
the sisters of A On.
Congratulations to Maria
Tsataros • Alpha Sigma
Alpha's active of the month!

AOn, .EX, AT.O. we had a
great time last week. We will
relive Saturday Night Live
with you anytime! Love, the
sisters of AI:A.

Pencil.

One
week
until

Spring
Break!

CARPE DIEM! SEIZE THE
DAY!

Mil NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline••..••Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

&

•

In

HELP WANTED
CAMP COUNSELORS
WANTED Trimdown
Fitness, co-ed camp
located in the Catskill
Mountains of N.Y. All
sports, water-skiing,
.J;:aQoeinQ, ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance,
aerobics, nutrition,
kitchen, office, 120
positions. Call Camp
Shane. (800} 292-2267

The
MurrayState
News!

Time for

The

Gooo LUCK

Murray
State
News

Racers and
Lady Racers
in the

ovc
Tournament

· I~M~ay-~tate N!'!! I
~

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word

..J.

would like to thank its

INDEX

Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

PERSONAI.S

new associates for

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST&FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

making this the
best rush

Lean Cuisine

Eatin2 Healthy Has Never Tasted Better
March is National Nutrition Month, so Winslow
Dining Hall is teaming up with Stouffers Lean Cuisine
to offer you a chance to lower fat, cholesterol, and
sodium and still enjoy ~reat taste.
Beginning March i Winslow Dining Hall will
offer Lean Cuisine products every day. Enjoy the great
taste and eat healthy at the same time.

Also:
Every time you enJOY a
Stouffers Lean Cuisine
Entree you will receive a
ticket to register for a
mountain bike to be given
away. In addition, there
will be weekly drawings
for assorted prizes

Off-Campus
Racer Card
Applications
Are Coming!

r RfAT

YOLJJ{~[LF

TO AI\! AI·TERNOON AI

TI-IE ESSENTIAL DAY SPA
Massage Therapy:

Half-hour ............................ $25
One hour............................. $35
Aroma Steam Therapy:

20 minute session .............. $1 0
Facials:
Mini ............................. ...... $15

Seaweed ........................... :$40
Nail Care:

Manicure ........................... $1 0
Pedicure .............. .............. $20

More details later.

:

.,.

:
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you're trying to attract a crowd,
you have to start well in
advance of the planned date,"
Continued from Page 1
Valentine said. "Once you open
amount to anywhere from your doors it's a little late to
$100 to $150 thousand over a start planning."
five year period," he said.
He said the University's
He also said that the tourism response has been that they are
commission is well aware of the not prepared to make a deciplanning that must be complet- sion about additional resources
ed for a center like the RSEC.
that would be needed.
"One thing the tourism comValentine said that the commission is well aware of is, if mission is obligated by law to

TOURISM

RSEC
Continued from Page 1

Joe Howell, job supervisor for Ray Bell
Construction, said he only knows of one or
two men who do not speak English on the
site.
Howell also enid that the state labor
department has visited the site and found
no labor violation.
As to the charge of unsafe working con-

make sure funds are expended
only in support of a regional
convention facility, that said
when the University feels it's
prepared, the tourism commission will be ready to support it.
"However, the commission is
not going to sit around and wait
too long," he said. ''We are not
under an obligation to let tax
money sit around. We are
under an obligation to support
tourism through wise alloca-

ditions Howell said there have been a limited number of job site injuries to his
knowledge.
"In construction unfortunately, you h ave
minor accidents," said Howell.
However one major accident was reported when a worker fell off one of the scaffolding.
Howell said the worker had failed to
hook his safety belt up to the scaffold . .
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration from Frankfort came to

March 1,

lion of money."
While Gargus said that the
money will probably still be
available when Murray State is
ready to allocate it, she admitted that if another conventiontype facility or another facility
used to promote events
expressed a need, before the
University acted, then MSU
would have had the potential to
miss out on part of the money.
Fitzgibbon is out of town and

1~

Concert canceled
STAfF IUPoRT

The Candlebox concert scheduled for Friday, March 1 at
Lovett Auditorium has been cancelled. A press release from
the University stated that unusually late confirmation of the
concert date was to blame. The University felt that they did
n ot have enough time to prepare for the logistical concerns of
the show. Oth er possible on-campus sites for the concert were
already booked for that evening. Ticket refunds are available
at t he stores from which the tickets were purchased.

inspect the scaffolding and gave a positive
report saying that it was the best t hey had
seen.
"I want as much construction as possible
to be done by Kentucky contractors and
Kentucky workers," Gray said. "We need to
keep Kentucky contractors and workers in
Kentucky."
The Ray Be 11 Construction Company
built the Martha Layne Collins Center of
Industry and Technology on campus five
years ago.

(CORRECI10N
The "Fraternities focus on quality, not quantity" story on page 8 of the Feb. 23 issue of The
Murray State News should have read Kappa Alpha Psi, not Alpha Kappa Psi.
.
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Applications due March 8.
They are available in
The Murray State NI'Ws office,

.

Room 111 Wilson Hall,
762-4468.
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